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And it’s Spring…. have you been out Pickleballing or Gentle Exercising. How’s your Tai 
Chi going? I know. It has been tough on each of us. But, thankfully, we have dedicated 
course leaders/presenters across our region and Greater Sydney to keep us engaged. How 
are you enjoying the various lectures? I pop into so many throughout the month to say 
hello and am pretty enthused by the energy that I feel wafting around. Feedback is 
important to your Committee. As volunteers, they ensure we have access to interesting 
and stimulating courses. Why not give a ‘shout-out’ to your Course Leader or Presenter 
and let them know you appreciate their efforts.                               ~ Editor

A Word from…       June Keith Membership Secretary

Over the past few months, resigning oneself to being deprived of 
returning to face-to-face courses, talks and the enjoyable social aspects 
these sessions offer us, would not have been easy.

Bermuda  
 
Con Bugden

Discussion Group

Lockdown, from the end of June, saw many of the activities for Semester 2 on hold, but 
we now have the technology to enjoy quite a few of the courses. Zoom, adopted in the 
preliminary stages of the pandemic, provides the ability to bring so many of us from the 
seven regions of Sydney U3A together - opportunities to meet our fellow members.   
Look at the Coursebook, or visit our website, where you’ll find the latest updates from 
our Web Editor. 

Social interaction leads to community. This has diminished in our region over recent 
years. Lunches and end of semester celebrations have vanished. Ideas would be very 
welcome to turn this around. One event that has survived the years is our regional  
Annual Holiday, currently organised by Diana Pine.  Its origin, in the early days of our 
region, takes us back over 24 years: our next year’s trip to Wangaratta is on our 
website - only a few vacancies left. It is a wonderful opportunity to enjoy the company 
of members; renewing friendships plus making new friends. 

Each Semester, before Covid interrupted our activities, day trips to places of interest in 
Sydney or regional NSW were enjoyed. For Semester 1, 2022 one trip is on the horizon. 
Yes, Covid-19 may still be problem. A positive attitude-keeping faith-is a must.  This is 
what has kept our region’s founding members striving: committees of twelve members, 
creating the legacy that we are privileged to enjoy today.
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Yes, we certainly 
know that physical 
and mental activity 
protects our brain… 

potentially lowering the risk of 
dementia. But lockdown does not 
make it easy.  
How have you been going in the past 
many months… how many steps are you 
averaging every day?   

Getting to know your neighbourhood 
better than you thought you knew it?  
Enjoying the huffing and puffing 
through your mask as you manage hill 
after hill? Playing Scrabble every day 
(yes… online with your virtual pals)? 
What about Mah-Jong on Zoom?  

It is so IMPORTANT that we SENIORS 
keep active, mentally and physically. 
There are ways! And U3A provides perfect 
outlets if you are prepared to ZOOM. 

In a study entitled The impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on wellbeing and 
cognitive functioning of older adults the 
results focus on what so many of us are 
experiencing now - various levels of 
depression relating to a decrease in 
physical exercise, poor sleep, and decline 
in overall well-being and cognitive 
functioning.  

The study affirmed that the impact on 
Seniors’ mental health was severe. 
Loneliness and isolation were linked 
to growing levels of anxiety and 
depression.  

But let’s be positive. We can DO things to 
keep us mentally strong.  Some physical 
activity is better than none, for example, 

if you can handle 
stairs, do some flight 
work. Ten stairs equals 
one flight. Six up-six 
down, daily.   

Put the mask on and walk for 30 minutes 
minimum - push yourself to 60 minutes.  
Balance. Balance. Balance. Stand on one 
foot and count to 10. Swap. Do this 
several times a day. With arms folded, sit 
up - sit down for 30 seconds, as quick as 
you can.  

And the very best thing… try to learn, 
engage, involve yourself in any of the 
Science, History, Music, Foreign 
Language, Discussion Classes, Politics, 
Travel, Problem Solving, Poetry and more 
on our U3A Zoom presentations. Our 
presenters challenge themselves to keep 
mentally healthy by presenting to you!  
 
You can keep cognitive decline at bay 
by getting involved in the presentations, 
listening actively, and engaging in the 
discussions that crop up during the 
sessions.  

See ya in Zoom.  

Lockdowns and Mental Health      ~Linda Gibson-Langford

Monday 
Scrabble/
Mah-Jong 
St 
Anthony’s 
Church 
Toongabbie 

https://sydneyu3a.org/online_courses_summary/


Travel and History 

   Ahhh Bermuda… 
    and no we didn’t get   
sucked into the Bermuda 
Triangle. We made it 
back to Australia.  

But I will share a few fun facts about this 
archipelago surrounded by turquoise 
waters and a cacophony of birdsong.  

Firstly, and 
importantly, 
Bermuda is 
home for - 
yup - Bacardi 
Rum.  

Its economy 
evolved from agriculture (especially 
onions…more later) and shipbuilding 
(perhaps the Bermuda Triangle was a 
ploy to ignite such an industry).  

18,000 companies are registered in 
Bermuda (tax-free status or shelf 
companies???).  

Currency is fixed to the American dollar, 
giving it one of the highest per capita 
incomes in the world.  

PINK SAND is Horseshoe Bay’s claim to 
fame. Single celled foraminifera grow 
beneath the coral reefs. When the 
organisms die, they fall to the ocean floor 
and mix with bits of coral and crushed 

shell. The sand 
turns pink when 
this mixture 
washes onto the 
beach.    

Biennial 
Newport, Rhode 
Island to Bermuda 
Historical J Class 
Yacht Race 
continues, since the 
early 1900s, to be called the 'thrash to 
the onion patch’ and not just because 
Bermuda had a strong agricultural history 
in which Onions are BIG! More to do 
with the high winds and big waves (sailor 
term ‘hard thrash’ ) as the yachts move 
toward Bermuda (remember we are in 
Bermuda Triangle country)! 

              ~ Con Bugden   

Around her neck 
hangs a plaque “I am 
a gossip and a nag”. 

How women were 
treated if they 
gossiped or 

harangued their 
hubbies - the 

Dunking Stool!

Onion Countdown is 
now a tradition on NYE in 
Bermuda. 

Business dress? Jackets 
ties, shirts AND Bermuda 
Shorts!  As well, knee socks 
are rather official…

Con Bugden



Donald Trump: 
Demagogue or Dictator

by dismissing any dissenting voices in 
his administration. He was fond of  
politicising the civil service, police, 
military and security agencies and, not 
surprisingly, the judicial system 
(although this seems to be a common 
practice in the U.S.A. even under normal 
and ethical Presidents). 

A cult seems to have arisen during 
his so called reign. What do you 
think?  

Cults have commonly been led by 
narcissists who create realities via 
manipulation or lies.  According to 
Washington Post Fact Checker, 
Trump uttered 30,573 lies and 
distortions over his four-year presidency. 

Psychologist and niece of Trump, Mary 
Trump, published her book last year, Too 
Much and Never Enough (2020). In it 
she that, ”Donald is not simply weak; 
his ego is a fragile thing that must be 
bolstered every moment because he 
knows deep down that he is nothing of 
what he claims to be.”  Did his father 
provide the fodder for Donald’s 
narcissism?  An intriguing book. 

Donald Trump is, indeed, a demagogue 
– he’s a heroic demagogue to his 
followers, and he’s a dangerous 
demagogue to everyone else. Promoting 
civil unrest with grand 'Town Hall’ style 
rallies demonstrated his intent on 
feeding a cult-style populist fever.  
 
As Professor Robert Reich (The Guardian 
3rd August 2021) noted, “For the first 
time in the history of the United States, 
we did not have a peaceful transition of 
power, for the first time the President 
refused - still refuses - to concede, and 
continues to claim, with no basis in fact, 
that the election was stolen from him. 
For the first time, a President actively 
plotted a coup!”

Image by John Hain from Pixabay

In a repeat performance, U3A members 
Bob Lipscombe and Jim Gray had the 
Castle Hill Discussion Group nodding 
their heads, laughing, indignant, and at 
times, folding their arms: some in 
disagreement - some in total agreement. 

When you consider the topic - brave 
men indeed. But wait. This was a 
discussion in Australia, thankfully, with a 
focus on an important element: 
democracy. 

Thank you John Brockman for this 
summary of Jim and Bob’s talk. 

Was Donald Trump ever a threat to 
democracy?  

Trump formed a narrative that the 
U.S.A. had fallen into decay and 
Washington had become a swamp.  Yup!
America needed to be made, in his 
words, 'Great Again’.  

He was a master at using wild, baseless 
claims and lies to stir a revolution 
amongst the largely poorly educated and 
the ill-informed. 

The Trump Presidency was characterised

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/06/01/president-trump-made-19127-false-or-misleading-claims-1226-days/
https://pixabay.com/th/users/johnhain-352999/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2193093
https://pixabay.com/th/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2193093


Trump was a master at intimidating the 
media. For example, he made CNN a 
victim and promoted the term 'Fake 
News' to remove the credibility of 
challenges to his statements.  

As well, and without question, he enlisted 
the support of the Murdoch empire to 
spread his propaganda. 

Final Thoughts 
  
So was Trump, as the title questions, a 
demagogue or a dictator.  
 
My conclusion from the session by 
Lipscombe and Gray is, if he wasn't a 
threat to American democracy, what is?   

If you disagree with my conclusion, that, 
I say, is the beauty of this wonderful U3A! 
Long may it continue! 
    
                              ~ John Brockman   
                             

In her award-winning book, Demagogue for President, 
Jennifer Mercieca uses a number of rhetorical strategies to 
disclose how morally corrupt Trump’s campaigns and 
presidency were in the eyes of some. But to others, his 
presidency was a brilliant appeal to American idealism, 
being both domestically and internationally superior to 
other nations. 

WINNER 2021 PROSE Award  
Excellence in Social Sciences: Government & Politics 

WINNER 2020 Foreword Indies 
Bronze in Political and Social Sciences

What is your perspective on his 
seeming control of the election 
process in this apparently strong 
democratic country? There seemed 
to be a style of reward and punch - 
restrict freedom - repress freedom.  

Well, to that fragile and precious ideal - 
termed Democracy - which seems to be 
under such pressure in many countries, 
Trump exploited his position! 

The closing of voting booths in some 
marginal states and causing congestion 
at those remaining, with voters being 
turned away, coupled with false claims 
of votes being discarded and pressure 
being put on governors to change the 
voter numbers - well, that says a lot.  

And seriously, the refusal to accept the 
verdict of the voters, and the call to 
storm Capitol Hill, thus inciting a riot 
and witnessing elected members in the 
Capital Building being herded into a 
lockdown for fear of their welfare - this 
said it all.  
 
Clearly, this is the stuff of a despot 
perverting freedom and justice. 

Did he control the media… or are we 
victims of DeepFake?



                                        MAGIC MOMENTS 
                                                  in   
                                              OPERA 

                               Peter Anderson 

                                       Lovers of classical 
                          music, especially Opera,      
                        share wonderful moments 
together as we move through and across 
musical epochs in this course, Magic 
Moments in Opera. A few questions for 
Peter, the leader of this course, which 
meets at the Swinbourne University of 
Technology, Parramatta, every alternate 
Wednesday from 1-3pm (CoVid-19 
permitting!).    
                                             ~ Editor  

Is this a course for any of us who 
have limited understanding about 
Opera but are curious and want to 
know more? 

Peter:   It certainly is. We listen to music 
because, as human beings, we experience 
many different emotions such as love, 
happiness, deceit, jealousy, and anger. 
Opera reflects the diversity of human 
emotions. When developing the 
programme, I was cognisant of the words 
of the composer, Maurice Ravel, who said, 
“Great music must always come from the 
heart. Music that is made only with 
technique and intellect is not worth the 
paper it is written on. Music should always 
first be emotional and only then 
intellectual ... otherwise it is robbed of its 
beauty”.  With Ravel’s words in mind, I 
embarked upon developing a programme 
that focused primarily on participants’ 
emotional experience. 

How does the F2F course work? 

Peter:   Participants listen to music in a 
relaxed non-threatening environment. If 
participants feel moved to comment on a

piece of music, they are encouraged to 
do so. As group leader, I talk about the 
arias in the context of the specific 
Operas.   

What feedback have you received? 

Peter:   During Semester 1, participants 
listened to overtures, duets/ensembles, 
and bravo/ brava moments from a 
variety of Operas. For example, after 
listening to the very beautiful love duet 
between Mimi and Rodolfo in Puccini’s La 
Boheme, it is easy to understand why 
the question was asked at the end of the 
recording, ‘Peter, where are the tissues?’   
As group leader, it is a thrill for me to 
observe the expression of delight on 
participants faces at the end of a 
beautiful piece of music. 

Gosh, that says it all.  Considering 
that the Opera was inspired by Henri  
Murger’s book, Scenes from 
Bohemian Life, it would have been 
quite challenging creating the 
haunting music to fit the libretto. 
 
Peter:   Yes, and to appreciate how 
emotionally connected Puccini was to his 
characters, he described how upset he 
felt when Mimi had to die at the end  of 
Act 3, saying “I had to get up, and 
standing in the middle of the study, 
alone in the silence of the night, I wept 
like a child. It was like seeing my own 
child die”.   
  
Tell us a bit about second semester. 
 
Peter:   It is inevitable that again 
participants will have many opportunities 
to go on a roller coaster emotional 
adventure. Rigoletto, for example, is a 
tragic story that revolves around the 
licentious Duke of Mantua and 
Rigoletto’s daughter, Gilda. A curse is 
placed on both the Duke and  
Rigoletto by a courtier whose  
daughter the Duke has seduced



with Rigoletto's encouragement. The 
curse comes to fruition when Gilda falls 
in love with the Duke and sacrifices her 
life to save him from an assassin hired 
by her father. The final act, in which 
Rigoletto cradles his daughter as she 
dies, is heart-wrenching. Rigoletto was 
one of 6 Operas discussed over two 
weeks during Semester 2, with the 
theme Sons and Daughters.   

Love the theme. Opera has so much 
sorrow. We could do with some 
laughter.  

Peter:   In Opera, there are many 
people that stab themselves or are 
stabbed by others, go mad, jump off 
buildings and get murdered.  

However, there are also plenty of Operas 
that have happy endings and some are 
very funny indeed. During second 
semester, arias from Donizetti’s operas 
Don Pasquale, Daughter of the Regiment 
and Elixir of Love will be savoured. But 
that’s not the end of the story about 
Operas with happy endings.     
                                    
Puccini was inclined to be melancholy. 
For example, Madama Butterfly, La 
Boheme and Tosca all had sad endings. 
However, his final tragic masterpiece, 
Turandot, had a happy ending. That may 
have been because he died before he 
had finished the Opera!  

Oh dear!  

Peter:   A friend of Puccini, Franco 
Alfano, completed Turandot - he had to 
decide how the Opera would end. 

When Arturo Toscanini conducted the 
premiere of Turandot at La Scala Opera 
House in 1926, he was still so saddened 
by Puccini’s death. Hence, he decided 
that Turandot would end at the point 
where Puccini stopped composing! A 
courageous moment.

This semester, our group  will be able to 
experience that point - in the third act - 
when Toscanini drops his baton, turns 
toward the audience and says, “The Opera 
ends, left incomplete, by the death of the 
Maestro”.  

With tears in his eyes, he left the podium 
and made his way out of the pit. No one 
dared applaud until finally someone from 
the audience shouted 'Viva Puccini’, 
touching off an enormous ovation.  
  
What a wonderful Semester 2 you 
have put together, Peter. 
Congratulations. 

Peter:    As an extra bit of intrigue for 
those attending these presentations, 
approximately 20 minutes will be set aside 
each session to listen to Vincenzo Bellini’s 
wonderful Opera I puritani presented in 
serial format. Curious group members will 
be wondering what is going to happen 
next session. Will there be a duel resulting 
in the tragic demise of a character or will 
the two lovers be caught by an angry 
spouse? Anything is likely to happen as we 
see the human emotions love, anger, 
deceit and jealousy being exposed as the 
story of I puritani develops week by week.  

You have provided great insight into 
this course. Deep Bow to You!  Any 
last words?  

To have been a vehicle to promote the 
genius of the great composers of Opera 
during first semester was an absolute 
delight for me. No greater reward could I 
have received than to hear a participant 
say, “The music we have listened to has 
almost brought me to tears. I often feel 
like I am being transported to a place 
beyond myself”. To write those words 
causes me to have goose bumps because 
that is what beautiful music does to 
people. It’s impossible to thank the great 
composers enough for the music they 
have given to humanity.



Now time is precious, not ignored, 
I’ll use it carefully because 
The end’s in sight; my life is short, 
And in eternity, a pause.

The Warping of Time.  

The melodies of music bind 
With happy memories for the young,  
Build timeless pictures in our brains,  
Sweet lilting notes within each song. 

Though broccoli with bitter taste 
Might be remembered after years, 
The grin that comes with jasmine scent 
Continues always - it appears. 

Yet decades on, when working hard, 
Time flitting like a butterfly,  
I snatch the minutes for each task, 
Never enough to satisfy. 
 
But when retired, no ‘musts’ to do 
Time hung, cobweb, across my way, 
And boredom stretched long hours ‘til 
New sorts of interests filled each day. 

How strange that when I stop to rest, 
Time pauses for me, like a cat, 
That quietly sits, while I pursue  
Hobby or art or acrobat. 

And so throughout my life, this ‘time’ 
A strange associate always was; 
Some time too fast, some time too slow 
Like some ethereal wafting gauze.

In childhood, our senses fill 
With sights and smells and sounds so strong 
And new; their memories remain… 
That tang of lemon sears the tongue.

I like the rhythm of poetry, though 
assembling one’s thoughts into a poem 
is rather like putting an octopus into a 
box. Still, it’s fun to try! 

In the U3A GW Our Words course, we 
are encouraged to explore words. I was 
considering mutability - the liability or 
tendency to change. 

Is the passing of time really 
unchangeable, as our clocks seem to 
indicate?  As a child, I had no sensation 
of time as such. In my harried middle 
years, there was never enough time. 
Now, retired and in a  COVID world, time 
seems oddly mutable. Hence the poem, 
The Warping of Time.   
                                   ~ Lerle

~ Lerle Craig


